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We describe carrier-carrier scattering dynamics in an inverted quantum well structure including the nonpa-
rabolic nature of the valance band. A solution of the semiconductor Bloch equations yields strong evidence to
a large change in the temporal evolution of the carrier distributions compared to the case of parabolic bands.
The nonparabolic bands and the consequent change in the density of states reduce considerably the degree of
gain saturation while decreasing the time constant governing the relaxation. This results in a measurable
reduction of the role played by carrier-carrier scattering in determining the gain nonlinearity and hence the
modulation and switching speed of lasers and optical amplifiers.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.165323 PACS number~s!: 85.35.Be, 73.63.Hs, 42.55.Px
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics governing inverted semiconductors plays a
major role in quantum structure based lasers and amplifiers.
A common way to theoretically study gain and carrier dy-
namics is to calculate the evolution that follows a short pulse
perturbation in a structure which is highly excited as in lasers
or optical amplifiers. Many results can be obtained from rela-
tively simple models but rigorous details require more com-
plete formalisms, the two most common being the nonequi-
librium Green’s function theory1 and the density-matrix
theory.2–4
On a subpicosecond time scale, the dominant dynamical
process is carrier-carrier ~CC! scattering. The present paper
employs the density-matrix formalism to calculate the subpi-
cosecond dynamics in a separate confinement heterostructure
~SCH! strained quantum well structure. Our calculations ex-
tend the models available in the literature as we include the
effect of nonparabolic bands. That is, we compare the relax-
ation processes under the conventional parabolic E-k ap-
proximation to the case of nonparabolic bands. The nonpa-
rabolic nature of the bands turns out to have a major impact
as it reduces the degree of gain saturation and shortens the
time constant governing the recovery.
The inclusion of the nonparabolic bands clearly leads to
an increased accuracy in the description of this widely re-
searched topic.5–9 The moderation of the role played by
spectral hole burning has also a major influence on the gain
nonlinearity of quantum well ~QW! lasers and optical ampli-
fiers and hence on their modulation and switching capabili-
ties.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following sec-
tion we briefly present the theoretical approach based on the
density-matrix theory, along with mathematical aspects of
the semiconductor Bloch equation ~SBE!. In Sec. III we
present simulation results of the SBE. We address the scat-
tering rate equations in the Appendix and elaborate on re-
lated mathematical issues concerning direct versus exchange
scattering. We also present a brief discussion on the compu-
tational demands.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
In the following analysis, we use the density-matrix ap-
proach along with the second quantization ~SQ!. The system
Hamiltonian which includes noninteraction, radiation-matter
interaction, and Coulomb interaction terms is calculated in
the SQ representation using standard techniques.
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where «l ,k denotes the single-particle energy in the state
(l ,k), E(t) is the electric field of the optical pulse, and mk is
the dipole matrix element. Vq represents the bare Coulomb
matrix element. The bare and static screened Coulomb ma-
trix elements in heterostructures are derived and discussed in
the appendix of Ref. 9.
A. Semiconductor Bloch equations
Three coupled differential equations comprise the SBE.
Two equations describe the electron and hole distributions,
and the third addresses the interband polarizations induced
by the optical transitions.
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where vp , and Vp denote, respectively, the renormalized
transition and Rabi frequencies. Equations ~4!–~8! are the
SBE for the interacting particles model. The collisional con-
tribution is
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where the superscripts in bracket of the rates D ,L refer to
the polarization power. For relatively weak optical pulses,
the terms involving D (1), D (2), L (2), L (3) are negligible
~these involve the square and third power polarization!. In all
rate terms, exchange contributions are considered. The ex-
plicit form of these rates is given in the appendix.
B. Numerical aspects
The SBE given by Eqs. ~4!–~10! were solved for a typical
SCH QW laser amplifier with the following parameters. The
total width of the heterostructure was 985 Å including a
single In
.25Ga.75As 85 Å wide well with 100 Å GaAs barriers
on each side. The rest of the structure consists of
Al
.18Ga.82As on either sides. The temperature was fixed at
300 K. The well is subjected to 1.8% compressive strain due
to the 7.2% lattice mismatch between GaAs and InAs. The
E-k diagrams and the confined wave functions were com-
puted following Ref. 10. The particle masses at the G point
(k50) and Coulomb matrix elements were extracted from
these data:
me50.03m0 , mh50.055m0 ,
Eg5Ee2Eh51.2312 eV.
We simulate a medium that is excited by a 75-fs Gaussian-
shaped optical pulse ~the un-normalized Rabi frequency at
the peak of the pulse E0mk /\ was ’7.531012 Hz). The
amplifier is assumed to be short, namely, we do not consider
pulse propagation effects or any distributed nonlinearities.
At ‘‘infinite time’’ before the arrival of the pulse peak, the
polarization inside the medium is assumed to be zero
throughout and the initial subband distributions are quasith-
ermal Fermi-Dirac distributions within the bands. The total
carrier density was taken as N2d51012 cm22.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the E-k dispersions for electrons ~left! and
holes ~right!. The solid lines are the result of an 8-band Kane
model using the kp theory. We have plotted the first two
subbands at each band where for the holes strain induces
heavy-hole–light-hole splitting. The dashed lines denote the
parabolic approximation of the first subbands, where we used
the mass of the G point (me50.03m0 ,mh50.055m0). The
dotted line shows the first subband nonparabolic functional
extrapolation of the holes. The difference between the para-
bolic and nonparabolic curves is very evident. At elevated
densities, typical to optical amplifiers and lasers, the devia-
tion is nonnegligible in the energy regions where the prob-
ability is not very small. The nonparabolic functional form of
the E-k curvature was approximated by an extrapolation. In
the low-wave-vector region we used a parabolic form
whereas for high wave-vectors, we assumed a linear func-
tion. The two regions were joined using a smoothing proce-
dure. The resultant functional form is given by the dotted
line of Fig. 1.
Figure 2 shows a calculated time evolution of the carrier
distributions according to Eqs. ~4!–~10!. The two left graphs
denote electron ~upper left graph! and hole ~lower left graph!
distributions calculated using parabolic dispersion curves.
The right graphs correspond to calculations using the nonpa-
rabolic dispersion. Each graph comprises five curves describ-
ing the distributions at times 2‘fs, upper solid; 240 fs,
upper dashed; 80 fs, lower solid; 250 fs, lower dashed; and
the middle solid curve denotes 1.2 ps ~700 fs! in the para-
bolic ~nonparabolic! case. The reference time t50 fs is
FIG. 1. E-k dispersions of the first and second subbands as computed from the 8-band Kane model using the kp theory are given by
solid lines. Left: electrons. Right: holes. The dashed lines give the parabolic approximation of the first subband, where we used the mass of
the G point (me50.03m0 ,mh50.055m0). The dotted line is the nonparabolic first subband functional extrapolation of the holes.
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taken at the peak of the arriving pulse.
Figure 2 highlights two clear observations. First, the sys-
tem deviation from equilibrium due to the perturbing pulse is
lower in the nonparabolic case, and second the relaxation
time is shortened appreciatively. The diminished deviation
from equilibrium also reduces the plasma heating effect. The
influence on the carrier dynamics of the nonparabolic bands
amounts to a reduction of gain saturation effects and hence
an improvement of the modulation and switching capabili-
ties. In order to quantify the reduction in the nonlinear gain,
we assumed that 700 fs after the perturbing pulse, the carri-
ers reach Fermi-Dirac distributions. We can then extract the
chemical potential and the electron temperature from the first
and third wave-vector moments ~corresponding for the total
density and the energy!.
The simulation compares only the electron distributions in
the two cases because, unlike the holes, their initial distribu-
tions are identical. The temperature of the electrons was 325
K in the nonparabolic case and 350 K in the parabolic case.
The chemical-potential variation was also doubled in the
parabolic case. This also may indicate that carrier heating
effect is also reduced in the nonparabolic case.
From a physical point of view, the nonparabolic disper-
sion changes the system density of states and hence the rate
of carrier transfer between arbitrary initial and final states
g i , f5g i , j0 @(12n f)ni2(12ni)n f # is affected by the differ-
ent distributions and also by the different g i , j
0
. In our case
where the CC scattering determines the relaxation rate, the
increase of holes population in higher-energy states increases
the probability for carriers to scatter with these holes.
Mathematically, each of the rate terms in Eqs. ~9! and ~10!
involves energy conservation denoted by Dirac d function
~see the Appendix!. The absolute value of the derivative at
the zeros of the d argument appears in the denominators of
each rate term during the integration process. The milder
slope ~which is associated to the energy derivative! of the
nonparabolic dispersion increases the relative weight of the
rate in these cases resulting in a faster relaxation. The differ-
ence in slopes is seen in the dashed and dotted lines describ-
ing the holes in Fig. 1.
The momentum Region in Fig. 2 where the plasma is
most perturbed was also examined by testing the time evo-
lution of the electrons and the absolute value of the polariza-
tion. The values of these entities are directly related to ul-
trafast pumpprobe and four wave mixing experiments in
optical amplifiers and lasers which explore the relation be-
tween carrier dynamics and optical gain in the subsecond
pico time scale. The left graph of Fig. 3 shows the electron
distribution versus time in this momentum region. The right
graph shows the corresponding time evolution of the abso-
lute value of the polarization. The solid lines represent the
nonparabolic bands while the dashed curves are for the con-
ventional parabolic case. t50 fs refers in this figure to
2150 fs before the peak arrival. As the spectral hole is
formed, carrier-carrier scattering acts as a restoring force that
tries to equilibrate the system. This effect is significantly
weaker in the parabolic case and the pulse saturates the gain
to a degree where the system reaches the transparency point.
Figure 2 reveals that in the most perturbed case, nh ,k1
FIG. 2. Evolution of electron and hole distributions. Upper: electrons. Lower: holes. Left: parabolic. Right: nonparabolic. In each figure
the upper solid line denotes the initial distribution 2‘ fs before the arrival of the pulse peak. Upper dashed line denotes the distribution at
240 fs, lower solid 180 fs at which the plasma is the most perturbed, lower dashed 1250 fs. The middle solid line denotes 11.2 ps
(1700 fs) in the parabolic ~nonparabolic! case.
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1nh ,k1→1; whereas in the nonparabolic case, it is larger
than 1.
At later times, when the plasma experiences only the trail-
ing tail of the pulse, the curves of Fig. 3 can be approximated
by single exponential decay time @a1bexp(2t/t)#. For both
the electron evolution and the absolute polarization, the time
constant governing the decay of the nonparabolic case was
t5190 fs and for the parabolic bands it was t5260 fs. The
difference in decay rates is larger near the peak of the arriv-
ing pulse where a single time constant can, of course, not be
extracted.
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APPENDIX A: COLLISION RATES
In the following scattering rate terms, if a denotes the
conduction band then b denotes the valence band and vice
versa. One can get the out-scattering rate terms Xl ,p
out by re-
placing nl ,p↔12nl ,p in Eqs. ~A5!, ~A6!, and ~A8!. In order
to explicitly write the form of the rate terms in Eqs. ~9! and
~10!, we introduce the following notations:
V˜ k,p,q
1 5Vs ,q2Vs ,uk2p2qu , ~A1!
V˜ k,p,q
2 5Vs ,q* V˜ k,p,q1 , ~A2!
d1~a ,p,q,k!5d~«a ,p1q1«a ,k2q2«a ,k2«a ,p!, ~A3!
d2~a ,p,q,k!5d~«a ,p1q2«b , k2q1«b ,k2«a ,p!, ~A4!
Ga ,p
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2p
\ (k,q na ,p1q@d
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2na ,k!na ,k2q1d2~a ,p,q,k!uVs ,qu2~1
2nb ,k2q!nb ,k# , ~A5!
Da ,p
in ,(2)5
2p
\ (k,q ~na ,p1q@V
˜
k,p,q
2 pk2q* pk
1c.c.#@d1~a ,p,q,k!1d2~a ,p,q,k!#
1d2~a ,p,q,k!nb ,k@Vs ,q* Vs ,uk2p2qupk2q* pp1q
1c.c.# !, ~A6!
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p
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k,p,q
2 pp1q@d2~b ,p,q,k!~1
2na ,k!na ,k2q1d1~b ,p,q,k!~12nb ,k2q!nb ,k#
1d2~b ,p,q,k!na , k2q~1
2nb ,p1q!Vs ,q* Vs ,uk2p2qupk!, ~A8!
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Each of these collision integral expressions (G ,D ,L) denotes
a rate which is computed by three integrations. For each p
the integration is held over q, over the angle between p and
q (w) and over k. In the Markovian approximation, the angle
between k and q (f) is determined by the energy Dirac d
function. There are however subtle cases where the integrand
FIG. 3. In both graphs we have considered the momentum region where the plasma is most perturbed. Left: the evolution of the electrons
distribution. Right: the absolute value of the polarization vs time. The nonparabolic ~parabolic! cases are denoted by solid ~dashed! lines.
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diverges ~longitudinal scattering: kq56kq). These diver-
gences can be removed by variable manipulations, which
change the limits of the k integration. There are two possible
f angles for each k (fk and 2p2fk). The direct terms are
the same for both angles because their scalar product mag-
nitudes are equal. These terms contain products of the form
uVs ,qu2. On the other hand, in the exchange terms that con-
tain products of the form Vs ,q* Vs ,uk2p2qu , the magnitude of
the vector uk2p2qu is affected differently by fk and 2p
2fk due to the angle between k and p (w1f and w2f).
The direct terms contain a factor of 2 whereas the exchange
terms split into two cases. The w integration from 0 to p and
from p to 2p yields the same results for the direct and
exchange cases, and hence one can integrate only over the
first region and have an additional overall factor of 2.
In addition to a detailed physical formalism, the results
we have presented involve considerable computational com-
plexities. All computer programs used to solve the SBE were
written in C11, and can be described as CPU bounded. A
memory bound program would have consumed memory over
and above the RAM limit what would have caused a bottle-
neck due to frequent disk access. The calculations were per-
formed using the Origin 2001 at the HPCU center in Tel-
Aviv. The simulations used 32 dedicated parallel SGI CPU’s
each operating at 500 MHz and having a memory size be-
yond the program needs.
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